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SECRETARY’S
NOTES

JIM HEICK

O

ur meeting started around 7:15pm. Mike Daum, our President,
addressed the members regarding upcoming events. The Jeff
Miller Workshop is scheduled for Oct.20-22nd, at the Barn. Cost is
$110 per person. Plans were distributed for the project by Corey Tighe. A
materials list was included. Anyone interested in purchasing “pre-cut” material, Corey Tighe will purchase and prepare the wood for $100. All money
must be in by the October 4th General Meeting. Currently, we have 23 members signed up.

The Smithtown Heritage Fair was held Saturday, Sept. 16th on the grounds
of the Barn. Special thanks to all members who participated.
The Long Island Fair is being held Saturday, Sept.23rd to Sunday, Sept.
24th@ Old Bethpage Village Restoration. Fair hours are 8am to 5pm.
Volunteers are needed to represent the LIW Woodworkers. Anyone interested should contact the LIW Website Forum and let us know.
The LIW Show and Exhibit is being held @ Old Bethpage Village
Restoration on Saturday, Nov. 11th and Sunday, Nov. 12th. Show hours are
10:00am-4:00pm. Setup will be Friday, Nov. 10th starting @ 9:00am.
Volunteers are needed in all areas - Setup, Security, Seminar Coordinator,
Seminar Presenters, Gift Shop setup and workers, Toy makers, and Door
Person. I believe we are having the Tool Garage sale as well. Additional
details to follow. Harry Slutter, Show Chairman, will arrange a Committee
Meeting to discuss and prepare for the show. Anyone wishing to volunteer
should post to the Members Section of the website. I will post a request for
volunteers called LIW Show Volunteers. Please add to this post.
Gene Kelly is selling many of his tools. Please see Gene or contact him via
the members section of the website. His phone number and email are accessible to our members.
We are in the process of cleaning out our Library at the barn. If anyone is
interested in any of the remaining books and DVD’s, they will be available
at our general meeting. All items are free.
New Members - Steve Sparkman of Smithtown is a Science News Editor
and has recently relocated to Long Island. Steve is from Port Jefferson and
recently joined the scrollers Sig.
Raffle Winners
Brian Roughly
Ed Piotrowski
Tony Fuoco
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An additional raffle was held for the “Pre-cut” materials for the Jeff Miller Seminar. Wood was prepared by Corey Tighe. Mike
Daum was the Raffle Winner, but refused to take it. A second number was picked and the winner was Bill Leonhardt.
We are in the process of getting new embroidery for shirts, hats, etc. I will have some samples for the October meeting along
with pricing. More details to follow.
A 75” Smart TV has been ordered for our demonstrations. Corey Tighe is building the cabinet to house and secure it for the
barn. A new camera and appropriate cables, as well as lighting should be ready for our October General Meeting.
Elections for the Long Island Woodworkers will be held at the November General Meeting on Wednesday, Nov. 1st. All positions are up for election. President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Membership Chairman, Trustees (2). Anyone interested in running for these positions should contact Charlie Felsen or Ed Dillon.
A Board Meeting was held on Monday, Sept. 11th. Minutes from the Board meeting have been posted on the Members Section
Forum on the website.
Members are urged to visit our website. Get involved in our forum discussions and post pictures of your projects. We are
continually updating and improving. Please send me any comments or suggestions to Jim Heick - @ liw_contact_us@yahoo.com.
Special thanks to Jim Moloney and Emma Hendler for assisting me with the website.
Thanks goes out to Mike Mittleman for volunteering as Associate Newsletter Editor and taking on the new A/V equipment
setup role. Also, thanks to Daryl Rosenblatt for his continued efforts as our Newsletter Editor.
Our presenter for the evening was Harry Slutter. Harry is the owner of Urban Specialty Woods. Harry did a great presentation on the aspects of purchasing wood for your project. As a business owner, Harry explained the proper way to purchase
wood from vendors. He described how boards are cut from trees, various grades of the lumber and proper board layout to
maximize your purchase. Harry stressed you must start with a plan. Know the wood you are choosing and its associated limitations. Choosing the right type of wood is key to creating and finishing the project. Special thanks to Harry for a job well
done.
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ACtTIVE MILITARY PERSONNEL _____

2018 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this
form, along with your check by Feb. 1st in the amount of $60.00 to:
Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716
Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers
NAME:________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
City:___________________________ State:_______________ Zip Code:__________________
Telephone:_______________________________________________________________________
E- Mail Address:__________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY Contact Telephone #:_________________________________________________
Primary woodworking interest:______________________________________________________
What have been your expectations of the club?__________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Have these expectations been met? (How?):_____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Do you feel your skill level has Improved?: _____________________________________________
OTHER COMMENTS / SUGESTIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Your membership includes full access to all official SIGs!
CABINETMAKERS; CARVERS; SCROLLERS; TURNERS
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JEFF MILLER’S
SHAKER SIDE TABLE CLASS
FRIDAY TO SUNDAY,
OCTOBER 20-23RD

A p p l i c a t i o n

F o r m

Jeff Miller, one for the most reknowned furniture and chairmakers in the US, and a contributor to Fine
Woodworking is coming to town. For the Friday to Sunday, October 20-22nd, he will be giving a class
on a Shaker Side Table (please note the table in the photo is not the exact table, but is a similar type.
He will be demonstrating various techniques he has learned over the years, both with hand tools and
body positioning that will be invaluable to all members. We rarely get this opportunity, so please sign
up early. There are two prices involved. The first is for the clas, which will be $110. For that we require a $50 deposit; please bring a cash or a check along with this form.
Since wood is required, we will provide a precut list. You can then simply bring those pieces to the
class. However, Program Chairman Corey Tighe can provide the wood already precut for you,as well
as taper the legs, in cherry, for $100. Deadline for the wood is September 23rd.
Name:___________________________________________
Deposit due:

$50.00

Balance due:
$60.00
checks payable to the Long Island Woodworkers

Yes, I want precut and tapered wood for $100
check payable to Corey Tighe

_______

No, I will provide my own wood (please check):

_______

Please fill out this form and give it to Mike Luciano at the
August or September meeting. Spaces are limited.
One form per person.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS

The class will be held at the Barn.
Friday Oct. 20: 6 pm to 9 pm
Saturday 9 am to 5 pm
Sunday 9 am to 12 pm
You can pay Corey at the Barn, or mail a
check to Corey Tighe
121 Traction Blvd. Patchogue, NY 11772
Tool list:
Chisels 1/4” to 1”; no. 4 smoothing
plane; block plane; dovetail saw; handsaw;
marking gauge; combination square;
cordless drill and bits; small ruler; tape
measure; pencils ; pens, small clamps, and
a WorkMate or similar bench, plus sandbages, bricks, etc. to hold the bench in
place.
Wood kits will also be raffled at the
August and September meetings.
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TOOL LIST
Chisels 1/4” to 1”
No. 4 smoothing plane
Block plane
Dovetail Saw
Handsaw
Marking Gauge
Combination Square
Cordless drill and bits
Small Ruler
Tape measure
Pencils and pens
Small clamps
WorkMate or similar bench, plus bricks, sandbags, etc. to hold the bench in place
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REVIEW OF TWO WOOD
THREADING TOOLS

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

crews (and bolts) are simple machines. As defined in Wikipedia1, “A screw is a mechanism that converts rotational motion to linear motion, and a torque (rotational force) to a linear force… Geometrically, a screw can
be viewed as a narrow inclined plane wrapped around a cylinder.” Thus, wood threading tools can be viewed
as aids for making precise, repeatable inclined planes (threads). However, that said, it is important to keep in mind
that threaded wooden rods are not simply clones of metal bolts and screws.

S

The external helical ribs cut on rods or cylinders are called male threads and are usually formed by dies or similar
devices. In contrast, female threads are found on internal walls and are created by taps.

While it may seem obvious, it is worth restating that wood is not as strong as metal; it is subject to environmental

MALE OR EXTERNAL THREADS
FEMALE OR INTERNAL THREADS
factors such as temperature, humidity and insect damage; and it offers fewer working sizes and thread counts. There
is a relatively small assortment of possible thread counts used for wood rods, ranging from about 2 tpi (threads per
inch) to 9 tpi. Generally, the diameter of the rod or dowel stock is the thread count determinant; as rod diameter
increases, thread count decreases.
Wood thread strength is a function of several factors. For example, the dowel rod wood species and diameter play
important roles. Thread counts per inch, depth and shape need to be considered too. Note in the male thread graphic that the crests are flattened. This is an ideal characteristic to maximize thread strength.
This article examines two wood threading devices, The Beall Wood Threader 3.02 and a completely manual wood
threading system offered at many venues3, 4, 5. Both tools reviewed here use fixed thread counts, i.e., the number
of threads per inch (tpi) is not adjustable. Each different rod diameter requires a unique tool set to create male and
female threads.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screw_(simple_machine)
2http://www.bealltool.com/products/threading/threaders.php
3http://www.highlandwoodworking.com/manualwoodthreader1-126tpi.aspx
4https://www.woodcraft.com/products/woodthreading-kit-1-x-6-tpi
5http://www.grizzly.com/search/?q=(wood%20threader)
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Of the two tools reviewed here, the completely manual threader is the less expensive for any given size. The table
below compares costs as of September 2017. The Beall Wood Threader 3.0 prices are sharply discounted in multiple kit bundles. For example, the undiscounted cost for all 6 diameters is $511.30; the bundled price is $275. Both
systems make right-hand threads only.

Contents of the Manual System Kit include a thread box (die) to cut the male threads and two taps and handles
for creating internal threads - one is used for through cutting and the other is a bottoming tap for blind holes.
The instruction sheet is skeletal.
The challenges with the Manual System Kit principally deal with thread tear out. The instructions suggest using a
lubricant such as Linseed or Tung Oil with hardwoods. This is not a simple wipe on/wipe off process. Per the
instructions, soaking of the target area in oil for up to a few days may be necessary. Clean up is accomplished with
mineral spirits or turpentine. Thread shape is not controllable by the user. These factors: poor instructions, soaking the workpiece in oil for hours or days and lack of thread shape control are drawbacks for this tool, while low
cost is a positive consideration.

MANUAL SYSTEM KIT
The Beall Wood Threader 3.0 set includes a table; hardware packet; threading insert; tap; router bit; instructions; and
plans for a crank handle. The table is a mounting block for a Delrin insert and a user-supplied router. The hardware packet contains router hold-downs, insert screws, Allen wrenches and an alignment tool.
Operation of the tool is straight-forward: mount the Delrin insert and align the router to the table, then clamp the
apparatus to a bench. The router cuts the male threads while the Delrin insert ensures the proper tpi. In practice,
however, one learns quickly about the sensitivity of the router bit height. A couple of thousandths of an inch is the
difference between threads that are excellent to those which are unacceptable; it is very touchy process and usually
results in the need for much sacrificial dowel to get everything just right.
6At the Highland Tools site
7At the Beall Tools site
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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As stated by Christopher Schwarz8, “I purchased the Big Threader by Beall Tool Co. a couple years ago to try it out.
It works brilliantly, but you need a router to power it. And setting the cut is fussy to get the results you want. It’s a
lot like a router-powered dovetail jig in that once you get it set up, it’s brilliant. But the setup is a pain when you want
to make one or two threaded rods.”

BEALL TOOLS WOOD THREADER 3.0 1” KIT CONTENTS

USER-MADE CRANK HANDLE

WOOD THREADER WITH
ROUTER

In contrast, making internal threads with the tap is reliable and easy. First, a hole is drilled that is about 1/8” smaller in diameter than the target dowel size, e.g., a 1 ½” rod requires drilling a 1 3/8” hole. After ensuring that the tap
is perpendicular to the workpiece, slowly twist the tap. Drive the tap inward a few threads, then reverse a couple of
turns to remove debris, and again go forward. Be very careful not to remove the tap altogether. Re-inserting the tap
correctly is possible, but the more likely scenario will be a cross-threaded result.

8https://blog.lostartpress.com/2015/03/15/german-wood-threading-tools/
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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The crank handle must be manufactured by the user. It slips around the rod and aids the milling process. It is not
absolutely necessary, but longer threading projects are easier with the crank. An optional purchase from Beall Tools
is the Hex Nut Template for $5.95. It saves considerable layout time. The 82o countersink at $21.90 is helpful too.
It is used for beveling tapped holes, thus making threaded rod insertion easier. Sanding cones will also accomplish
this step.
One of the challenges to making beautiful, trouble-free threaded rods is obtaining quality dowel of the correct size
and desired wood species. Generally, dowels sold at the box stores have dimension problems – they are smaller than
labeled or the diameters are not consistent for the length of the rods; carefully measure before purchasing.

PIANO STOOL WITH 17” THREADED
HEIGHT ADJUSTER

DISASSEMBLED CHISEL RACK
SHOWING THREADED ROD AND
INTERNALLY THREADED ROD AND
HEX NUTS

Other than the tools reviewed here, there are other methods and tools available for manually making wooden threads.
Some are more expensive e.g., see the Dieter Schmid9 website, while others require much manual labor, e.g., checkout PBS and Roy Underhill10.
Give threading a try, especially those woodworkers seeking historical accuracy and beauty.

9https://www.fine-tools.com/gewind.html
10http://www.pbs.org/woodwrightsshop/project-guides/making-wooden-screws/
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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BEN NAWRATH

LICFM

AUGUST MINUTES BY BOB WOOD
The opening remarks were a reminder to work on projects for the Woodworking Show. Volunteers are needed for
set up and demonstrations.
Also there is a sign up for the Jeff Miller weekend seminar Oct. 20th to the 22nd. The project is a Shaker table. Kits
are available for one hundred dollars. The kit includes parts which are milled and sanded. Jeff will instruct on how
to join and assemble the table. Participants should bring a Workmate or small bench.
The “Tip of the Month” was presented by Don Daily. Don displayed a zero clearance throat plate for the table saw,
which can be used to make thin strips or small pieces with a small sled. Don attached an overhanging or angled piece
parallel and close to the throat opening which acts as a ramp to prevent the pieces from catching the blade and flying all over your shop, garage or basement.
Bill Gyves is volunteering to work on an old ship called the Ida May. Workdays are Tuesday and Thursday. The project is located in Oyster Bay and the scheduled launching is in 2019. Another boat building project is at the Sayville
Maritime Museum. The group builds skiffs and raffles them. The money raised is used to support the museum. Ben
reminded themembers that we have the projector, so bring in pictures of these great projects.
The main topic was “building drawers”, which is the beginning of a multi part series. Ben Nawrath explained that
he started with the front and made it a flush front. Very simply the front is flush with the cabinet sides. With a flush
front drawer it must fit right compared to an overlay drawer. Ben explained that the sides were made with a different wood versus the front. Usually a hardwood is used for the sides Pine will wear. One must be cognizant that the
sides bear weight and the bottoms should be smooth.
Joinery of the drawer parts was the next segment and started with front to sides although back to sides is also important. One of the first techniques was the “Drawer Lock Rabbet”. When the contents of the drawer slide it puts pressure on the back. Therefore attention must be paid to a strong joint in attaching the back. A”Sliding Dovetail” was
mentioned and illustrated. Dadoes are not really a good choice. The joint should be mechanically strong without glue.
One type of joint was the “Routed Drawer Lock”, which is questionable. “Dovetails” seem to be the best. Frank
Pace had made a curio drawer with hand cut dovetails for the back and sides. One note, glue on end grains is not
strong.
Discussed next was the “Drawer Bottoms”. Leave 5/16 to 3/8ths of an inch for bottom support. Leave room for
bottom movement except with plywood bottoms, which should not be an issue. The bottom is the last piece in the
assembly. Additionally, a muntin can be added to the bottom and is thicker than the bottom and sits in a groove and
acts as drawer guide. Joints can also be made with dowels or biscuits.
Frank Pace commented that keeping the drawers small is a good idea. “Dust Panels” for drawers was also mentioned.
Rich Macrae suggested to put the drawer in the cabinet so that the front and sides fit. Joe B. likes the idea of designing the drawers and building the cabinet around them.
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Don Daily likes making the drawer fronts first so the grain matches and is visually more appealing. Don also
remarked that there are “Slider adjustments” with flush fronts. Also “Under Mount” drawer slides are
available which are easier to adjust, but they are expensive.
Frank Pace used a router table with a spiral upcut bit to make grooves on his drawer bottom and he uses runners
instead of mechanical drawer slides.
Don Daily passed around various hinges for hanging cabinet doors and the variety of products available can cover
almost any door and cabinet configuration. For example, some hinges are designed to open 95 degrees and Kreg has
a drilling jig for 35mm hinges.
SEPTEMBER MINUTES BY BEN NAWRATH
We opened the meeting promptly at 7:09 by discussing the show!!! Harry reminded us we need projects. If its two
years old, bring it again; bring something not to be judged; or bring something incomplete. Don’t be intimidated.
The attendees love seeing projects of all sizes, from all skill levels, and in various stages of construction. We also
need demos for our booth! We’ll discuss more in October.
New members tonight were Paul Gold and Jim Metcalfe.
For Show ‘n Tell Tim brought in plans from the timber framing class he took in the Great State of Vermont. We
couldn’t get his phone to connect, but we’ll make it happen next month so he can show the pictures. They are quite
impressive. New member Paul showed the “microwave cart” he made to match his kitchen cabinets (also from his
phone) using maple ply with tiger maple and walnut trim. As cabinet and furniture makers (and boat restorers!!!), our
projects are quite often too big to bring in, or screwed to a wall somewhere. Bring pictures!!! Or bring in-progress
pictures of a completed project!
Continuing our theme of fundamental furniture construction, Jim Brown is back in town and brought a small shaker table he made to help show us the ins and outs of building a cabinet or table that has a drawer. It has a single
drawer similar to the one in the Jeff miller class, but the concepts discussed apply to any style. Even though we discussed drawers first, generally you would build the pocket before a drawer that goes into it. In a table, the legs are
thicker than aprons so use spacers to keep the drawer centered and prevent racking. Runners support the weight of
the drawer and kickers run along the top to prevent the drawer from tipping as it is pulled out. Usually there are stops
on the upper or lower frame rails to keep the drawer from falling out and to make it flush when closed. It’s a good
idea to think ahead when cutting stock, because lots of these parts are the same length and/or width as other parts.
Jim likes a dramatic tapered leg, and we all agree to taper the inside faces looks best. There are lots of options for
joining the legs and aprons/rails, using mortises dowels etc. Mark the legs so you don’t put joints or tapers in the
wrong way! Rift-sawn wood for the legs makes nice straight grain on all sides. Wide boards are usually rift-cut on
either side. Lay the legs together and draw a builders triangle on tops to help keep track. Mark where the joints go
and the sides to be tapered. Cut joints BEFORE tapers or profiles. Give yourself some room below the apron to
start the taper so you can plane. Joining the rails top and bottom around the drawer is usually one dovetail. Shoulders
of those dovetails are the same length as the rear apron.
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TURNER’S GUILD

BARRY SALTSBERG

resident Mike Josiah opened the September 14th meeting and mentioned several recent and near-future craft
fairs on the Island. He also talked about our upcoming show in November, stressing the need for projects to
be displayed. The submissions don’t necessarily need to be submitted for judging, but can be for display only.

P

In December, we will have an ornament exchange for anyone interested. The “chapter challenge” for December will
be any toy made on a lathe.
Joe P. reported that Charlie James had been in Houston with his volunteer fire company on a rescue mission. He
would like to give pens to those he helped, and will cover the costs of materials. Anyone who would like to help can
email Charlie at heyjamzee@verizon.net.
Joe Bottigliere announced the new dues structure for the “big club.” Dues will be $60. There won’t be any additional charge for membership in any or all of the SIGs. Family members will be an additional $10 each. For those of you
belonging to more than one SIG, this represents a considerable saving.

SHOW & TELL (THE CHAPTER CHALLENGE WAS TO TURN A PIECE OF FRUIT):
Ed Pio turned an apple
Brian Roughly turned an apple
Charlie F. had an apple and a copper beach bowl
Jim M. showed an apple
Hank Z. had a weeping willow natural edge bowl and a cherry bowl
Gary M. showed a cherry bowl with an India ink edge
Jean Pio showed a gold ball bottle stopper and a golf themed pen, part of a tribute to her brother, who was an
avid golfer
Mike J. had 2 ambrosia maple bowls and a catalpa bowl
Barry had an apple, a pear and an orange in a spalted maple bowl and another smaller spalted maple bowl
Ted Perry had a light house and salt & pepper shakers
I know I have some of the Show & Tell wrong; my apologies for the errors.
Raffle winners were Charlie Felsen and Mike Yohan; and Joe P. won some donated wood.
The program for the evening was presented by Bob Urso, who demonstrated coloring using alcohol dyes. He demonstrated using discs mounted on the lathe. Bob applied color and flashed it off with a lighter. He layered several colors, sometimes sanding or woodturning them partially off. Bob also used a chatter tool and a patterning tool for
other effects. He did several iterations, some more successful than others.
Thank you, Bob for an informative and entertaining demonstration.
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PHOTOS OF THE SMITHTOWN HERITAGE FAIR
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A toughie͙

Clues
Across
1. Maneuver
7. Cornell's home
8. Strangler
9. From a divided country
10. Arise
11. Afternoon service

Down
1. Admission need
2. Not out
3. Canine spasms
4. "Any ___?"
5. Cooling-off period
6. Temporary customs papers

New puzzle by
Michael R. Mittleman

Last month’s solution


The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
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